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ABSTRACT

Anvil clouds produced by deep convection cover extensive areas of the tropics, and their response to external perturbations
matters for the Earth’s climate sensitivity. It has been suggested that variations in the height 1–3 and spatial extent 3 of these clouds
can be understood from basic physical arguments related to the conservation of mass and energy in the clear-sky areas of the
tropics. Based on satellite observations, meteorological reanalyses and climate model simulations, we show that these arguments
can be used to interpret the response of anvil cloud fraction to a range of perturbations in the current climate and under climate
change. This includes the response to interannual and long-term surface temperature changes, the response to the direct effect
of carbon dioxide, and the decrease of anvil cloud fraction after explosive volcanic eruptions. Therefore, the control of tropical
anvils by clear-sky radiative cooling and static stability in the upper troposphere can explain a large diversity of the responses of
anvil cloud fraction to natural and anthropogenic perturbations. These findings should also be considered when assessing the
impacts of geo-engineering techniques.

The response of high clouds to global warming is one of1

the largest sources of uncertainty for future projections2;4–7.2

Much of the tropical high-level cloudiness is composed of anvil3

clouds, which form at the top of convective systems at around4

12-13 km8. Theoretical arguments1;2 suggest that their alti-5

tude follows the upper-tropospheric peak of mass convergence6

in clear-sky regions, which rises near-isothermally in response7

to surface warming.8

In clear-sky regions, subsidence (ωr, in Pa/s, positive9

downwards) is driven by the clear-sky radiative cooling rate10

(Qr, defined such that cooling is positive):11

ωr =
Qr

S
with S =

T

p

R

cp
− ∂T

∂p
, (1)

where p is the air pressure, S is the atmospheric static stabil-12

ity, T is the temperature, R is the gas constant and cp is the13

isobaric specific heat of dry air. The strong pressure gradi-14

ent of Qr in the upper-troposphere implies a maximum Dr in15

the horizontal convergence, itself directly dependent on the16

pressure gradient of subsidence:17

Dr = max

(
∂ωr

∂p

)
. (2)

Owing to mass continuity, a maximum Dr of horizontal18

mass convergence in clear-sky regions is associated with a19

maximum of horizontal mass divergence in convective re-20

gions, and therefore with the fraction and altitude of anvil21

clouds. This argument has been invoked to predict a decrease22

of anvil cloud fraction with temperature, in the framework23

of the stability-Iris mechanism3. This mechanism is based24

on thermodynamic arguments and supported by radiative-25

convective equilibrium simulations from General Circulation26

Models (GCMs) and cloud-resolving models3;9;10 as well as 27

observations8;11. 28

When the surface warms, anvils and Dr rise nearly isother- 29

mally, and find themselves in a more stable atmosphere be- 30

cause of the dependency of S on atmospheric pressure. Due 31

to enhanced S, the clear-sky pressure gradient of subsidence 32

is reduced, reducing Dr, which by mass conservation leads to 33

reduced anvil cloud fraction. 34

The question arises as to whether similar arguments can 35

explain the behavior of anvil cloud fraction under a range of 36

natural and anthropogenic perturbations, associated or not 37

with changes in surface temperature. Indeed, the stability- 38

Iris mechanism is based on the relationship between anvil 39

cloud fraction and the maximum Dr in clear-sky radiative 40

convergence: surface temperature constitutes only one factor 41

that can affect Dr. Perturbations independent of surface tem- 42

perature variations also have the potential to cause changes 43

in anvil cloud fraction, through variations in the atmospheric 44

radiative cooling and temperature profile. This includes the 45

purely radiative direct effect of CO2
12;13 and other radiative 46

perturbations in the stratosphere and upper troposphere in- 47

duced by ozone changes14 or volcanic eruptions. 48

Here we test this hypothesis by using a combination of 49

satellite observations (GOCCP15), meteorological reanalyses 50

(ERA516) and different simulations of the current and future 51

climate from a GCM (IPSL-CM6A-LR17). First, we show 52

that this GCM reproduces the stability-Iris effect observed 53

on interannual timescales. Then we examine the different re- 54

sponses of anvil clouds to increased CO2 concentrations: the 55

long-term response which is mediated by surface tempera- 56

ture changes, and the response to the direct effect of CO2 57

which is not mediated by surface temperature changes12;18. 58

Finally, we explore the response of anvil cloud fraction to ex- 59
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Fig. 1. Relationships between (A) CFanv and Dr, (B) Dr and
SDr , (C) SDr and TS, where CFanv is the anvil cloud fraction
derived from GOCCP observations (orange) and from the IPSL
AMIP experiment using the COSP simulator (black) (see Meth-
ods), Dr and SDr are the upper-tropospheric clear-sky maximum
of horizontal mass convergence and the static stability at the level
of this maximum, derived from the ERA5 reanalysis (orange) in-
terpolated on the IPSL spatial grid, and from IPSL AMIP (black),
and TS is the surface temperature derived from IPSL AMIP, where
SSTs are derived from observations (orange and black). Lines show
linear regression with shadings showing the regression error. Bold
numbers are Pearson correlation coefficients (all p-values are be-
low 0.05). Non-bold numbers are slopes. All quantities are tropical
averages (30N-30S) July-to-June annual anomalies relative to the
period 2006-2017 (see Methods).

plosive volcanic eruptions in observations and in simulations,60

and show that it can be explained by the same basic phys-61

ical mechanism. The implications of our findings are then62

discussed.63

Anvil cloud response to interannual variations of64

surface temperature65

Tropical anvil cloud fraction (CFanv) has been shown to66

be strongly correlated with Dr in the tropics over 11 years67

(2006-2017) of high-resolution space-borne lidar observa-68

tions8. This correlation is also found in the low-resolution69

observational product GOCCP8, designed to be compared to70

the GCM’s simulator of observations COSP (see Methods).71

It is associated with an anti-correlation between Dr and the72

stability at the level of Dr (SDr ; see Methods), and a corre-73

lation between SDr and surface temperature (TS), consistent74

with the stability-Iris effect3;8. Fig. 1 shows that the IPSL75

model reproduces these correlations when forced by observed76

sea surface temperatures (SSTs), land use, radiative forcing,77

aerosols and ozone over the same period (see Methods). The78

simulated sensitivity of CFanv to Dr falls in the observed79

range.80

In both the meteorological reanalysis and the GCM, the81

relationship between CFanv and Dr is not only present when82

considering the 2006-2017 period, but also when considering83

a much longer period (1980-2017) (Fig. 2). During this 37-84

year period, the GCM shows that CFanv anomalies are sig-85

nificantly lower (99.5% confidence) during the years of neg-86

ative Dr anomalies than otherwise. Fig. 2 also shows that87

CF
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v 
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piForcing

Hist. piControl
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GOCCP COSP

Fig. 2. Violin plots showing CFanv interannual anomalies for
years of positive (red) and negative (blue) Dr anomalies, in:
GOCCP observations (2006-2017), the IPSL AMIP COSP simu-
lator (2006-2017), ERA5 (1980-2017), IPSL AMIP (1980-2017),
AMIP-piForcing (1870-2017), historical (1850-2014) and piControl
(455 years). Positive and negative Dr anomalies are taken from
the last and first quartiles of the Dr anomalies, respectively. Hori-
zontal bars give the distribution mean. Bold number are Pearson
correlation coefficients between CFanv and Dr anomalies including
all years (all p-values are below 0.05). Percentage numbers are con-
fidence intervals of the Welch t-test, testing that the mean CFanv
anomaly of the red distribution is strictly greater than that of the
blue distribution. All anomalies are tropical averages (30N-30S)
July-to-June annual anomalies relative to an 11-year running win-
dow.

the relationship between CFanv and Dr is very robust in the 88

IPSL model as it is found in even longer simulations, and 89

in a wide range of configurations, including atmosphere-only 90

and ocean-atmosphere coupled simulations, with and without 91

anthropogenic forcing (see Methods). 92

Anvil cloud response under climate change 93

Since the IPSL model reproduces the relationship between 94

CFanv and Dr observed in the present-day climate, we use 95

it to investigate the response of anvil cloud fraction under 96

climate change. 97

As the climate warms in response to the increase of 98

greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, CFanv and Dr are 99

both reduced, as shown in Fig. 3A by the changes in the 100

abrupt-4xCO2 experiment and in the future scenario SSP585. 101

This long-term response mediated by surface temperature 102

changes is not specific to the long-term effects of CO2 forcing 103

(Fig. 3A): it is also found when SSTs are forced to increase by 104

4 K, as shown by the changes in AMIP-p4K, or when surface 105

temperatures are affected by long-term solar perturbations, 106

as shown by the changes in abrupt-solp4p and abrupt-solm4p 107

(where the solar constant is increased and decreased by 4%, 108

respectively). With increasing TS , SDr is increased (Fig. 3C ) 109

by the upward shift of the isotherms towards lower pressures, 110

reducing Dr (Fig. 3B) and hence CFanv (Fig. 3A) following 111

the stability-Iris mechanism (as shown in Fig. S1 by AMIP- 112

p4K atmospheric profiles compared to AMIP). 113

The climate response to an increase in CO2 concentration is 114

partly due to surface warming and partly due to the direct ef- 115

fect of CO2. In the latter case, the large-scale control of anvils 116

by Dr is also found, as shown in Fig. 3A by the reductions of 117

both CFanv and Dr in a simulation where CO2 is quadrupled 118

but SSTs remain unchanged (AMIP-4xCO2). These changes 119

are due to the effect of increased CO2 on clear-sky radiative 120

2
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Fig. 3. Scatterplots showing long-term annual means of (A) CFanv
against Dr, (B) Dr against SDr , (C) SDr against TS, between nine
different climates simulated by the IPSL model (see Methods).
To compare SSP585 with its reference historical climate, the last
30 years of SSP585 and the first 50 years of the historical experi-
ment are shown. Error bars show the range of July-to-June yearly
means. Black lines show linear regressions. To compare with inter-
annual relationships, the slopes of Fig 1 for AMIP are shown here
by the dashed lines with their errors as shadings. All quantities
are tropical averages (30N-30S).

cooling and atmospheric temperature (Fig. 4). The weaken-121

ing of the clear-sky radiative cooling (Qr, Fig. 4D) reduces the122

radiatively-driven subsidence (ωr, Fig. 4C and Eq. 1), reduc-123

ing the clear-sky horizontal mass convergence in the upper-124

troposphere (∂ωr/∂p, Fig. 4B), hence reducing Dr (Fig. 3A125

and Eq. 2). At the same time, the weakening of Qr increases126

the upper-tropospheric temperature (T , Fig. 4F ) and hence127

the stability (S, Fig. 4E), further reducing the clear-sky hor-128

izontal mass convergence and hence Dr. The latter increase129

in S contributes the most to the reduction in clear-sky sub-130

sidence and convergence (Fig. 4 C and B). As a result, the131

upper-tropospheric cloud fraction is reduced (CF , Fig. 4A).132

Unlike when the surface temperature increases, in which case133

the reduction in Dr is caused by the increase in stability as-134

sociated with the rise of the isotherms towards lower pres-135

sures, here the altitude of Dr and hence of anvils does not rise136

(Fig. 4 A and B, Fig. S2). Consistent reductions in CFanv137

are found in other IPSL experiments (Fig. S2).138

This reduction of Dr due to the direct effect of CO2 is139

gradually canceled when the surface temperature increases140

(Fig. S1). Indeed, in this case, the increase in T increases141

Qr by increasing emission of infrared radiation to space, can-142

celing its initial decrease in the upper-troposphere and hence143

canceling its effect on Dr. Therefore, the reduction of CFanv144

due to the direct effect of CO2 is not expected to add up lin-145

early with the reduction of CFanv due to surface warming,146

but is instead expected to be canceled by the latter and its147

associated rise of Dr.148

When considering all the different perturbations discussed149

above, we find that the sensitivity of CFanv to Dr appears150

consistent with its sensitivity to interannual variations in Dr151

(Fig. 3A). In contrast, the sensitivity of Dr to SDr appears152

weaker than at interannual timescales (Fig. 3B). This is be-153

Grey line:  Mean AMIP CF

CF (%)A
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Convergence (day-1)B ωr (hPa day-1)C

D Qr (K day-1) S (mK hPa-1)E T (K)F

Qr contrib.
S contrib.

Residual
Total

p (hPa)
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of July-to-June
annual 
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Fig. 4. Annual mean changes in (A) cloud fraction, (B) clear-sky
horizontal mass convergence ∂ωr/∂p, (C) clear-sky subsidence, (D)
clear-sky radiative cooling (with cooling positive), (E) static stabil-
ity and (F) temperature, in AMIP-4xCO2 (see Methods) compared
to AMIP. Changes in convergence and subsidence are decomposed
into the estimated parts due to the Qr and S changes (dashed lines;
see Methods). All vertical profiles are tropical averages (30N-30S).

cause Dr and SDr depend on several quantities (Qr, T and 154

p) whose variation is specific to the type of perturbation ap- 155

plied to the climate system (Fig. S3). On the other hand, 156

the relationship between Dr and CFanv which is central to 157

the stability-Iris effect, appears to be more universal across 158

different timescales and perturbations. 159

Anvil cloud response to volcanic eruptions 160

While the abrupt change in CO2 concentration is idealised, 161

explosive volcanic eruptions are abrupt changes that are ob- 162

servable. These events lead to aerosol increase in the strato- 163

sphere and upper-troposphere19 that modifies the tempera- 164

ture and radiative cooling and thus has the potential to affect 165

Dr and CFanv. We test this hypothesis with the ERA5 re- 166

analysis and the IPSL model, which were both able to repro- 167

duce the observed CFanv-Dr relationship on the 2006-2017 168

period (Fig. 1). There was no explosive volcanic eruption dur- 169

ing the 11 years (2006-2017) of high-resolution space-borne 170

lidar observations. Therefore we analyze the ERA5 reanaly- 171

sis, whose cloud radiative effect has been shown to be very 172

consistent with observations20. 173

Vertical profiles from ERA5 show that anvil cloud fraction 174

is reduced during the year following the large volcanic erup- 175

tion of Mount Pinatubo in 1991 (Fig. 5A). The lower strato- 176

sphere and upper troposphere warm by up to 1 K (Fig. 5F ) 177

due to the absorption of solar and infrared radiation by strato- 178

spheric aerosols. As for the direct effect of CO2, this warming 179

is associated with a reduced Qr and increased S (Fig. 5 D 180

3
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Fig. 5. As Fig. 4 but during the year post-Pinatubo (blue) in
ERA5, with all profiles except mean ones (grey line) being July-
to-June annual anomalies relative to an 11-year running window
(over 1980-2017). All profiles are tropical averages (30N-30S).

and E), which both act to reduce ωr (Fig. 5C ) and hence the181

clear-sky convergence in the upper-troposphere (Fig. 5B), in182

association with reduced CF (Fig. 5A). Near the anvils level183

(150-200 hPa), the reduction in Qr is small; it is thus the184

increase in S which contributes the most to the reduction in185

clear-sky subsidence and convergence (Fig. 5 C and B).186

The IPSL AMIP experiment qualitatively exhibits the187

same behavior as ERA5 for the year following the Pinatubo188

eruption (Fig. 6). The historical experiment (1850-2014) in-189

cludes five explosive volcanic eruptions, associated with the190

world-wide strongest and longest anomalies on stratospheric191

aerosols optical depth in the historical forcing21: Krakatoa192

(1883, very strong aerosol forcing persisting until 1885), Santa193

Maria (1902), Novarupta (1912), Mount Agung (1963-64) and194

Mount Pinatubo (1991). Fig. 6 shows a composite of atmo-195

spheric anomalies associated with these five events, averaged196

over 11 realizations of the historical experiment22 (except for197

Qr, ωr and ∂ωr/∂p which are shown for only one historical re-198

alization). The results are consistent with the Pinatubo erup-199

tion from ERA5, although here the reduction in Qr strongly200

contributes to the reduction in clear-sky subsidence and con-201

vergence, even more so than the increase in S (Fig. 6 C and202

B).203

The reduction in radiative convergence and anvil cloud204

fraction during major volcanic eruptions is also found in205

the absence of anthropogenic forcing and SST variations206

(Fig. S4). Besides, there is no microphysical coupling be-207

tween aerosols and ice clouds in the IPSL model23, nor in208

the ERA5 reanalysis16, which assures that aerosols can not209

directly affect anvil clouds formation. The reduction in radia-210

tive convergence and anvil cloud fraction during major vol-211

canic eruptions is thus a large-scale atmospheric response to212

Grey line:   Mean CF
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S (mK hPa-1)D Qr (K day-1) E T (K)F

Mean Conv
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anomaly
Composite 
of 5 eruptions 

Qr contrib.
S contrib.

Residual
Total

p (hPa)

p (hPa)
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Interannual 
variability
(10%-90% 
percentiles,
multimembers
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Fig. 6. As Fig. 5 but during the year post-Pinatubo in IPSL
AMIP (blue), and for a composite average of annual anomalies for
6 different years that are subsequent to 5 major volcanic eruptions
(1883-84, 1884-85, 1902-03, 1912-13, 1963-64, 1991-92) in IPSL
historical (orange). When available (A, E and F) the historical
composite profile is averaged over 11 historical members and orange
shading shows the inter-members spread.

volcanic eruptions, without any mediation by SST variations, 213

anthropogenic forcing or microphysical effects. 214

This large-scale response of anvil clouds to volcanic erup- 215

tions is also consistent with Boucher et al. (2017)24, who 216

found in a previous version of the IPSL atmospheric model 217

that stratospheric sulfate aerosol injections — as considered 218

for geo-engineering — reduce the tropical high cloud cover. 219

They interpreted this reduction as caused by the warming 220

and stabilization of the lower stratosphere and upper tropo- 221

sphere, which can be elucidated by our mechanism. Since 222

sulfate aerosol injections have been shown to warm the lower 223

stratosphere in several GCMs25;26, and even to reduce the 224

optical depth of thin ice clouds25, these results are unlikely 225

to be specific to the IPSL model. The IPSL model has also 226

been shown to be consistent with other GCMs in terms of 227

predicting the climate response to the Pinatubo eruption27. 228

Large volcanic eruptions are known to cool the surface, 229

which would tend to increase CFanv if Dr were primarily 230

perturbed by surface cooling. The increase in CFanv does 231

not occur because the Dr perturbation is dominated instead 232

by the effect of volcanic eruptions on lower-stratospheric tem- 233

peratures. This is confirmed by Fig. 7, which shows that for a 234

given stratospheric temperature anomaly, CFanv decreases as 235

TS increases (consistent with the stability-Iris effect), and for 236

a given TS anomaly, CFanv decreases when the stratosphere 237

gets warmer (consistent with the effect of volcanic eruptions). 238

The volcanic eruptions of the 11 historical realizations are as- 239

sociated with the most strongly positive stratospheric tem- 240

perature anomalies. As a result, they remain largely associ- 241

4
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Fig. 7. Diagram showing the CFanv anomaly for each decile of sur-
face temperature anomaly (TS) and lower-stratospheric tempera-
ture anomaly (T[75 hPa]), in 11 concatenated members of the IPSL
historical experiment. Anomalies associated with the largest vol-
canic eruptions (1883-84, 1884-85, 1902-03, 1912-13, 1963-64, 1991-
92) are indicated with crosses. Crosses can be of small, medium
or large size: small if they represent only one anomaly among
the 66 anomalies associated with volcanic eruption (6 years times
11 members), medium if they represent between 2 and 9 anomalies,
and large if they represent 10 anomalies or more. All quantities are
tropical averages (30N-30S) July-to-June annual anomalies relative
to an 11-year running window.

ated with negative CFanv anomalies regardless of the surface242

temperature. In these cases, Dr and CFanv anomalies are243

dominated by stratospheric temperatures and TS anomalies244

only play a secondary role, even when they are extremely245

cold (most occurrences of volcanic eruptions project in the246

two coldest deciles of TS). Volcanic eruptions as well as other247

occurrences of an extremely hot or cold stratosphere, can thus248

overcome the effect of TS variations on CFanv.249

Summary and Discussion250

The idea that the relationship between anvil cloud fraction251

CFanv and clear-sky radiative convergence Dr could induce252

CFanv changes in response to TS changes has been suggested253

on the basis of physical arguments and idealized RCE sim-254

ulations3, and then confirmed by observations in an 11-year255

period8. Reanalyses and climate simulations both show that256

this mechanism operates on much longer timescales, both257

in response to natural TS variations and externally-induced258

changes in TS , such as in response to CO2 or solar constant259

perturbations. This shows the robustness of the stability-Iris260

mechanism.261

However, Dr is not only affected by variations in TS . We262

show that the direct effect of CO2 also perturbs Dr through263

its impact on Qr and S and, consistently, that it is associated264

with changes in CFanv.265

We further show that explosive volcanic eruptions also per-266

turb Dr and hence CFanv, in a similar manner as CO2. This267

study thus proposes a new mechanism through which strato-268

spheric aerosols can affect the high-level cloudiness, which269

is not rooted in the microphysical aerosol-cloud interactions:270

here, stratospheric aerosols affect anvil cloudiness remotely271

through their impact on Qr and S. According to this mech-272

anism, the tropical high cloud cover is expected to shrink in273

response to stratospheric sulfate aerosol injections, as actu- 274

ally found by Boucher et al. (2017)24. It should therefore be 275

considered when investigating the potential impacts of geo- 276

engineering techniques. 277

Our study shows that the response of CFanv to a large 278

diversity of natural and anthropogenic perturbations can be 279

interpreted from the same basic mechanism rooted in the con- 280

servation of mass and energy. A recent assessment pointed 281

out the large uncertainty associated with the anvil cloud frac- 282

tion feedback for climate sensitivity7. It is thus encouraging 283

that at least one robust control of CFanv by a basic phys- 284

ical mechanism has been identified. Further studies will be 285

necessary to understand the radiative implications of CFanv 286

changes on the Earth’s radiative budget. 287

Methods 288

Calculation of Dr and SDr Following Eq. 2, Dr is defined (in 289

each location and month) as the maximum value, between 600 hPa 290

and 10 hPa, of the pressure gradient ∂ωr/∂p. At the height of this 291

maximum, the value of S (computed from Eq. 1) is referred to as 292

SDr . 293

Tropical anvil cloud fraction We define anvil clouds follow- 294

ing the detection method of Saint-Lu et al.8: we consider the ver- 295

tical profile of monthly cloud fraction above 8 km, at each grid cell 296

in the tropics (30°N-30°S), and we select the local maximum that is 297

the closest to its centroid. This local maximum defines the anvils 298

cloud fraction CFanv . 299

July-to-June annual anomalies Monthly data are averaged 300

from July of each calendar year to June of the next calendar year, 301

giving July-to-June annual data, to detect interannual variations 302

associated with El Niño-Southern Oscillation8. The annual-mean 303

data over an 11-year period is then substracted to this July-to-June 304

annual data, to give July-to-June annual anomalies. 305

Comparison between IPSL-CM6A-LR and observations 306

To best assess the realism of the anvil clouds behavior against ob- 307

servations, we use a simulation in which SSTs, land use, greenhouse 308

gases, aerosols and ozone are all consistent with observations, which 309

is the AMIP experiment28. We also use the COSP satellite simu- 310

lator29 to ensure that the definition of the cloud fraction is consis- 311

tent between the model and the CALIPSO observational product 312

GOCCP15. Note that one of the realizations of the AMIP exper- 313

iment run with IPSL-CM6A-LR is extended to December 2017, 314

covering the 11 years of space-borne lidar observations, allowing us 315

to robustly compare model and observations. 316

GCM experiments Experiments used in this paper are all part 317

of CMIP6 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project phase 6). 318

• DECK experiments28: AMIP (atmospheric simulation with 319

anthropogenic forcing and prescribed observed SSTs, taken 320

over the period 1980-2017 - see above), piControl and his- 321

torical (ocean-atmosphere coupling with pre-industrial 1850 322

forcing applied over 455 years and historical forcing applied 323

over 1850-2014, respectively), abrupt-4xCO2 (CO2 multiplied 324

by 4 compared to piControl at the beginning of the simulation 325

and then held constant with time; using the last 150 years of 326

the simulation). 327

• CFMIP experiments30: AMIP-piForcing (same as AMIP but 328

with constant pre-industrial atmospheric forcing and run over 329

1870-2017), abrupt-solp4p and abrupt-solm4p (solar constant 330
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increased and decreased by 4% compared to piControl, re-331

spectively; 50 year-long), AMIP-p4K (same as AMIP but332

SSTs are subject to a uniform warming of 4 K, over 1979-333

2014), AMIP-4xCO2 (same as AMIP but CO2 is quadrupled,334

over 1979-2014).335

• Climate change scenarios31: SSP585 (2015-2100).336

Contributions of clear-sky radiative cooling and static337

stability changes to clear-sky subsidence and convergence338

changes The change in clear-sky radiative subsidence ∆ωr, can339

be decomposed from Eq. 1 as:340

∆ωr =
∆Qr

S
−Qr

∆S

S
2

(3)

where overbars denote the time-mean for the reference state from341

which the change or anomaly is computed.342

The change in clear-sky radiative convergence ∆(∂ωr/∂p) can343

be approximated as ∂(∆ωr)/∂p and decomposed as:344

∂(∆ωr)

∂p
=

1

S

(
∂(∆Qr)

∂p
−

∆Qr

S

∂S

∂p

)
(4)

+
1

S

(
−
∂Qr

∂p

∆S

S
−

Qr

S

∂(∆S)

∂p
+ 2Qr

∂S

∂p

∆S

S
2

)
(5)

In both equations, the first and second terms on the right hand345

side give estimates of the contributions of Qr and S, respectively.346
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//confluence.ecmwf.int/display/CKB/How+to+download+ERA5#361

HowtodownloadERA5-4-DownloadERA5familydatathroughtheCDSAPI.362

CMIP6 data are available through the Earth System Grid Fed-363

eration (ESGF)32, see https://pcmdi.llnl.gov/CMIP6/Guide/364

dataUsers.html#3-accessing-model-output365
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